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Abstract
We shall refer to a strong partially balanced design SPBD(v, b, k; , 0) whose b is the maximum number of blocks in all
SPBD(v, b, k; , 0), as an optimal strong partially balanced design, brieﬂy OSPBD(v, k, ). Resolvable strong partially balanced
design was ﬁrst formulated by Wang, Safavi-Naini and Pei [Combinatorial characterization of l-optimal authentication codes with
arbitration, J. Combin. Math. Combin. Comput. 37 (2001) 205–224] in investigation of l-optimal authentication codes. This article
investigates the existence of resolvable optimal strong partially balanced design ROSPBD(v, 3, 1). We show that there exists an
ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for any v3 except v = 6, 12.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the investigation of authentication codes Pei [8] and Pei et al. [10] found that the strong partially balanced
t-designs can be used to construct authentication codes, whose probabilities ps of successful deception in an optimum
spooﬁng attack of order s for s = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, achieve their information-theoretic lower bounds. Let v, b, k, , t
be positive integers with tk. A partially balanced t-design PBD(v, b, k; , 0) is a pair (X,B) where X is a v-set (of
points) and B is a collection of b subsets of X (called blocks) with size k such that every t-subset of X either occurs
together in exactly  blocks of B or does not occur in any block. The number |X| = v is called the order of partially
balanced t-design. The concept of partially balanced t-design is a generalization of the concept of t-design. It is easy
to see that
b
⌊
v
k
⌊
v − 1
k − 1 · · ·
⌊
(v − t + 1)
k − t + 1
⌋⌋⌋
,
where x denotes the greatest integer satisfying xx.
If a partially balanced t-design PBD(v, b, k; , 0) is a partially balanced s-design PBD(v, b, k; s , 0) for 0<s < t
as well, then it is called a strong partially balanced t-design and is denoted by SPBD(v, b, k; , 0). It is easy to see
that a strong partially balanced t-design is also a 1-design, that is 1 = rv , the number of blocks which contain a
ﬁxed point. A strong partially balanced t-design SPBD(v, b, k; , 0) is optimal if b is the maximum number of blocks
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in all SPBD(v, b, k; , 0) (or equivalently, rv is the maximum number of blocks which contain a ﬁxed point in all
SPBD(v, b, k; , 0)). An optimal strong partially balanced 2-design is denoted brieﬂy by OSPBD(v, k, ).
There are some work done on strongly partially balanced t-design (see, for example, [9,5,6]) and, there exist some
known results on the existence of optimal strong partially balanced 2-design. The spectra of optimal strong partially
balanced 2-design with blocks size three and four have been completely solved and, the spectrum of optimal strong
partially 2-design with block size ﬁve has been partially solved.
Very recently, in the investigation of l-optimal authentication codes, Wang et al. [14] found that the resolvable
strong partially balanced t-designs can be used to construct l-optimal authentication codes. A partially balanced t-
design PBD(v, b, k; , 0) (X,B) is resolvable if the block set can be partitioned into partially resolution classes
B1,B2, . . . ,Bn′ with the property that for each i, 1 in′, (Xi,Bi ) is a partially balanced t-design
PBD(v′, b′, k; ′, 0), where Xi = {x: there exists a B ∈ Bi such that x ∈ B}. A (optimal) strong partially balanced
t-design SPBD(v, b, k; , 0) (X,B) is resolvable if it is resolvable with partially resolution classes B1,B2, . . . ,Bn′
and the property that for each i, 1 in′, (Xi,Bi ) is a strong partially balanced t-design PBD(v′, b′, k; ′, 0), where
Xi ={x: there exists a B ∈ Bi such that x ∈ B}.A resolvable optimal strong partially balanced 2-design with maximal
v′ is denoted brieﬂy by ROSPBD(v, k, ). In this article, we shall be restricting our attention to resolvable optimal
strong partially 2-design ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
An easy calculation shows that rvmv for an optimal strong partially 2-design OSPBD(v, 3, 1), where
mv =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
v − v0
3
2
if v ≡ v0 (mod 6), v0 ≡ 0 (mod 3) and v0 > 0,
v − v0
2
if v ≡ v0 (mod 6), v0 /≡ 0 (mod 3).
The author in paper [5] proved that an equality occurs above, that is rv = mv .
Theorem 1.1. There exists an OSPBD(v, 3, 1) for any positive integer v3.
For resolvable optimal strong partially 2-design ROSPBD(v, 3, 1), some simple computation shows:
• a ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) contains (v/2) − 1 resolution classes with v points when v ≡ 0 (mod 6).
• a ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) contains v partially resolution classes with (v − 1)/2 points when v ≡ 1 (mod 6).
• a ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) contains v/2 partially resolution classes with v − 2 points when v ≡ 2 (mod 6).
• a ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) contains (v − 1)/2 resolution classes with v points when v ≡ 3 (mod 6).
• a ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) contains v/2 partially resolution classes with v − 4 points when v ≡ 4 (mod 6).
• a ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) contains v partially resolution classes with (v − 5)/2 points when v ≡ 5 (mod 6).
Our main objective in this article is to establish the following result, which provided another proof of Theorem 1.1
at the same time.
Theorem 1.2. There exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for any positive integer v3 except v = 6, 12.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we shall deﬁne some of the auxiliary designs and establish some of the fundamental results which
will be used later. The reader is referred to [1,11] for more information on designs, and, in particular, group divisible
designs and frames.
Let K andM be sets of positive integers.A group divisible design (GDD)GD[K, 1,M; v] is a triple (X,G,B) where
1. X is a v-set (of points),
2. G is a collection of nonempty subsets of X (called groups) with cardinality in M and which partition X,
3. B is a collection of subsets of X (called blocks) with cardinality at least two in K,
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4. no block intersects any group in more than one point, and
5. each pair set {x, y} of points not contained in a group is contained in exactly one block.
The group-type (or type) of the GDD (X,G,B) is the multiset of sizes |G| of the G ∈ G and we usually use the
“exponential” notation for its description: group-type 1i2j3k . . . denotes i occurrences of groups of size 1, j occurrences
of groups of size 2, and so on.
A GD[K, 1,M; v] is resolvable if the blocks of B can be partitioned into parallel classes.
We need to establish some more notations. We shall denote by GD[k, 1,m; v] a GD[{k}, 1, {m}; v]. We shall some-
times refer to a GD[K, 1,M; v], (X,G,B) as a K-GDD if |B| ∈ K for every block B ∈ B.
A GDD (X,G,B) is called frame resolvable if its block setB admits a partition into frame resolution classes, each
frame resolution class being a partition of X − Gj for some Gj ∈ G. A Kirkman Frame is a frame resolvable GDD
in which all the blocks have size three. For each group Gj in a Kirkman Frame (X,G,B), there are exactly |Gj |/2
holey resolution classes of triples that partition X\Gj (see, for example, [13]). The groups in a Kirkman Frame are
often referred to as holes.
For Group divisible design, we have the following results (see, for example, [3]).
Lemma 2.1. (1) There exists a GD[5, 1, u; 5u] for every positive integers u4, except u = 6 and except possibly
u = 10.
(2) There exists a resolvable GD[3, 1, 1; v] if and only if v ≡ 3 (mod 6).
(3) There exists a resolvable GD[3, 1, 2; v] if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 6) and v18.
(4) There exists a GD[5, 1, u; 5u] with a parallel class for every positive integers u5, except u = 6 and except
possibly u = 10.
We also need the following recursive construction. Before stating it, we deﬁne a weighting of a GDD (X,G,B) to
be any mapping w : X → Z+ ∪ {0}.
Theorem 2.2 (Wilson [15]). Suppose that (X,G,B) is a GDD and let w : X → Z+ ∪ {0} be a weighting of the
GDD. For every x ∈ X, let Sx be the multiset of w(x) copies of x. For each block B ∈ B, assume a k-GDD of type
{Sx : x ∈ B} is given. Then there is a k-GDD of type {∑x∈G w(x) : G ∈ G}.
For the Kirkman Frame, we have the following result.
Lemma 2.3 (Stinson [13]). A Kirkman Frame of type gu exists if and only if v4, g ≡ 0 (mod 2) and g(u − 1) ≡ 0
(mod 3).
We shall illustrate the main technique that will be used throughout the remainder of the article, which is a variant of
Stinson’s “Filling in Holes” construction. In applying the “Filling in Holes” construction, we require Kirkman Frames
with groups not necessarily all of the same size. To get these frames, we use the following “Weighting Construction”
(see, for example, [13]).
Lemma 2.4 (Stinson [13]). Suppose that there is a K-GDD of type gt11 gt22 . . . gtmm and that for each k ∈ K there is a
Kirkman Frame of type hk . Then there is a Kirkman Frame of type (hg1)t1(hg2)t2 . . . (hgm)tm .
Finally, as the “Filling in Holes” construction will generally involve adjoining more than one inﬁnite point to a
Kirkman Frame, we will require the notation of an incomplete resolvable optimal strong partially 2-design.
If we remove one subdesign from a partially balanced design, we obtain an incomplete partially balanced de-
sign. Speciﬁcally, we write PBD(k; v) − PBD(k;w) for a structure (X, Y,A), where X is a set of v points, Y ⊂
X is a set of w points, and A is a set of subsets of X called blocks, such that each pair {x, y} of points from X
in which at least one of x and y does not lie in Y occurs in at most one block of A, and no block contains two
distinct points of Y. We also denote by PBDs(k; v) − PBDt (k;w) a PBD(k; v) − PBD(k;w) (X, Y,A) with the
property that each point in X\Y occurs in exactly s blocks of A and each point in Y occurs in exactly t blocks
ofA.
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Similarly as the concept of incomplete partially balanced design, if we remove one subdesign from an optimal strong
partially balanced design, we obtain an incomplete optimal strong partially balanced design. Speciﬁcally, we write
IOSPBD(v,w; 3, 1) for the incomplete partially balanced design PBDs(3; v) − PBDs−t (3;w), where s and t are the
number of blocks which contain a ﬁxed point in OSPBD(v, 3, 1) and OSPBD(w, 3, 1), respectively.
Let v = w ≡ s (mod 6), s = 4 or 5. An incomplete optimal strong partially design IOSPBD(v,w; 3, 1) (X, Y,A)
is resolvable if the block set can be partitioned into n′ partially resolution classes A1,A2, . . . ,An′ and n′′ holey
partially resolution classes B1,B2, . . . ,Bn′′ with the following properties that:
1. for each i, 1 in′ = (v − w)/2, (Xi,Ai ) is a strong partially balanced design SPBD(v − 4, 3, 1), where
Xi ={x : there exists a B ∈Ai such that x ∈ B} and for each j, 1jn′′ =w/2, (X\Y,Bj ) is a strong partially
balanced design SPBD(v − w, 3, 1) if s = 4,
2. for each i, 1 in′ =v−w, (Xi,Ai ) is a strong partially balanced design SPBD((v−5)/2, 3, 1), whereXi ={x :
there exists a B ∈ Ai such that x ∈ B} and for each j, 1jn′′ = w, (Xj ,Bj ) is a strong partially balanced
design SPBD((v − w)/2, 3, 1) if s = 5, where Xj = {x : there exists a B ∈ Bj such that x ∈ B} ⊂ X\Y .
A resolvable optimal strong partially balanced design is denoted by IROSPBD(v,w; 3, 1). It is easy to see that the
existence of an IROSPBD(v,w; 3, 1) implies the existence of a ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) when w = 4 or 5.
Example 2.5. The following is an IROSPBD(16, 4; 3, 1).
Point set:
X = Z6 × {1, 2} ∪ Y ,
Y = {x1, x2, x3, x4}.
Partially resolution classes: develop the following class mod 6:
{01, 02, x1}, {11, 22, x2}, {31, 52, x3}, {41, 12, x4}.
Holey partially resolution classes:
{01, 11, 52}, {31, 41, 22}, {21, 02, 12}, {51, 32, 42};
{01, 41, 51}, {11, 21, 31}, {02, 42, 52}, {12, 22, 32}.
Example 2.6. The following is an IROSPBD(23, 5; 3, 1).
Point set:
X = Z9 × {1, 2} ∪ Y ,
Y = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}.
Partially resolution classes: develop the following class mod 9:
{01, 02, x1}, {03, 04, x2}; {01, 12, x2}, {03, 14, x3};
{01, 22, x3}, {03, 24, x1}; {01, 03, x4}, {02, 04, x5};
{01, 13, x5}, {02, 14, x4}.
Holey partially resolution classes: develop the following for 0 i2:
{(3i)1, (3i + 1)1, (3i + 3)1}; {(3i + 1)2, (3i + 2)2, (3i + 4)2};
{(3i + 2)1, (3i + 3)1, (3i + 5)2}; {i1, (i + 3)1, (i + 6)1}; {i2, (i + 3)2, (i + 6)2}.
We show the constructions of the following examples in Appendix.
Example 2.7. There exists an IROSPBD(40, 4; 3, 1).
Example 2.8. There exist IROSPBD(v, 5; 3, 1) for v = 29, 35 and 41.
We also need the following result whose proof is easy.
Lemma 2.9. If there exist an IROSPBD(v,w; 3, 1) and an ROSPBD(w, 3, 1), then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
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3. A recursive construction
In this section, we shall give our main construction.
Construction 3.1. Suppose
1. there is a Kirkman Frame of type (6t)u(6s)h,
2. there are IROSPBD(6t + w,w; 3, 1) and IROSPBD(6s + w,w; 3, 1) for w = 4 or 5, and
3. there is an ROSPBD(6s + w, 3, 1).
Then there is an IROSPBD(6tu + 6sh + w, 6s + w; 3, 1) and then an ROSPBD(6tu + 6sh + w, 3, 1).
Proof. We start with a Kirkman Frame of type (6t)u(6s)h (X,G,B), where G= {G1,G2, . . . ,Gu,H1, H2, . . . , Hh},
|Gi | = 6t and |Hj | = 6s for 1 iu, 1jh. There are 3t frame resolution classes Bi = {B1i ,B2i , . . . ,B3ti }
missing the group Gi for 1 iu and, 3s frame resolution classesBj = {B1j ,B2j , . . . ,B3tj } missing the group Gi for
1jh. Let (Gi ∪ W,Ai ) be an IROSPBD(6t + w,w; 3, 1) for 1 iu and (Hj ∪ W,Aj ) be an IROSPBD(6s +
w,w; 3, 1) for 1jh, where W = {x1, x2, . . . , xw}, X ∩ W = ∅, and Ai = {A1i ,A2i , . . . ,A3ti ,A3t+1i ,A3t+2i }
and Aj = {A1j ,A2j , . . . ,A3tj ,A3t+1j ,A3t+2j } when w = 4 or Ai = {A1i ,A2i , . . . ,A6ti ,A6t+1i , . . . ,A6t+5i } and
Aj = {A1j ,A2j , . . . ,A6tj ,A6t+1j , . . . ,A6t+5j } when w = 5. Then the design IROSPBD(6tu+ 6sh+w, 6s +w; 3, 1)
we construct will have point set
X∗ = X ∪ W ,
hole
Y ∗ = Hh ∪ W ,
and the block set
A∗ =B ∪
⎛
⎝ ⋃
1 iu
Ai
⎞
⎠ ∪
⎛
⎝ ⋃
1 jh−1
Aj
⎞
⎠
.
It is easy to check that the (X∗, Y ∗,A∗) is an IOSPBD(6tu+ 6sh+w, 6s +w; 3, 1). Next we show it is resolvable.
We discuss in two cases: w = 4 and w = 5.
(1) The case w = 4.
For each groupGi, 1 iu, we have 3t frame resolution classesB1i ,B2i , . . . ,B3ti which come fromKirkman frame
and, 3t partially resolution classesA1i ,A
2
i , . . . ,A
3t
i and 2 holey partially resolution classesA
3t+1
i ,A
3t+2
i which come
from incomplete resolvable optimal strong partially balanced design.We can now piece together the 3t frame resolution
classesB1i ,B
2
i , . . . ,B
3t
i and 3t partially resolution classesA
1
i ,A
2
i , . . . ,A
3t
i to form 3t partially resolution classes of
IROSPBD(6tu+6sh+4, 6s+4; 3, 1):B1i ∪A1i ,B2i ∪A2i , . . . ,B3ti ∪A3ti . For each groupHj , 1jh−1, we have
3s frame resolution classes B1j ,B
2
j , . . . ,B
3s
j which come from Kirkman frame and, 3s partially resolution classes
A
1
j ,A
2
j , . . . ,A
3s
j and 2 holey partially resolution classes A
3s+1
j ,A
3s+2
j which come from incomplete resolvable
optimal strong partially balanced design. We can now piece together the 3s frame resolution classesB1j ,B
2
j , . . . ,B
3s
j
and 3s partially resolution classesA1j ,A
2
j , . . . ,A
3s
j to form 3s partially resolution classes of IROSPBD(6tu+ 6sh+
4, 6s + 4; 3, 1):B1j ∪A1j ,B2j ∪A2j , . . . ,B3sj ∪A3sj . Running over all groups to obtain 3tu + 3s(h − 1) partially
resolution classes of IROSPBD(6tu+6sh+4, 6s +4; 3, 1). Together with all holey partially resolution classes to form
2 holey partially resolution classes of IROSPBD(6tu+6sh+4, 6s+4; 3, 1): (⋃1 iuA3t+1i )∪ (⋃1 jh−1A3s+1j )
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and (
⋃
1 iuA
3t+2
i ) ∪ (
⋃
1 jh−1A
3s+2
j ). The remaining 3s holey partially resolution classes we need consist of
3s frame resolution classes B1h,B
2
h, . . . ,B
3s
h .
(1) The case w = 5.
For each groupGi, 1 iu, we have 3t frame resolution classesB1i ,B2i , . . . ,B3ti which come fromKirkman frame
and, 6t partially resolution classesA1i ,A2i , . . . ,A6ti and 5 holey partially resolution classesA
6t+1
i , . . . ,A
6t+5
i which
come from incomplete resolvable optimal strong partially balanced design. For each Bki , we ﬁrst partition arbitrarily
Bki into two parts: B
k
i = Bk1i ∪ Bk2i . We can now piece together the 3t frame resolution classes B1i ,B2i , . . . ,B3ti
and 6t partially resolution classesA1i ,A2i , . . . ,A6ti to form 6t partially resolution classes of IROSPBD(6tu + 6sh +
5, 6s + 5; 3, 1): B11i ∪A1i ,B21i ∪A2i , . . . ,B(3t)1i ∪A3ti ,B12i ∪A3t+1i ,B22i ∪A3t+2i , . . . ,B(3t)2i ∪A6ti . For each
group Hj , 1jh− 1, we have 3s frame resolution classesB1j ,B2j , . . . ,B3tj which come from Kirkman frame and,
6s partially resolution classes A1j ,A
2
j , . . . ,A
6s
j and 5 holey partially resolution classes A
6s+1
j , . . . ,A
6s+5
j which
come from incomplete resolvable optimal strong partially balanced design. For each Bkj , we ﬁrst partition arbitrarily
Bkj into two parts: B
k
j = Bk1j ∪ Bk2j . We can now piece together the 3s frame resolution classes B1j ,B2j , . . . ,B3sj
and 6s partially resolution classesA1j ,A
2
j , . . . ,A
6s
j to form 6s partially resolution classes of IROSPBD(6tu + 6s +
5, 6sh + 5; 3, 1):B11j ∪A1j ,B21j ∪A2j , . . . ,B(3s)1j ∪A3sj ,B12j ∪A3s+1j ,B22j ∪A3s+2j , . . . ,B(3s)2j ∪A6sj . Running
over all groups to obtain 6tu+6s(h−1) partially resolution classes of IROSPBD(6tu+6sh+5, 6s+5; 3, 1). Together
with all holey partially resolution classes to form 5 holey partially resolution classes of IROSPBD(6tu+ 6sh+ 5, 6s +
5; 3, 1): (⋃1 iuA6t+1i ) ∪ (⋃1 jh−1A6s+1j ), . . . , (⋃1 iuA6t+5i ) ∪ (⋃1 jh−1A6s+5j ). The remaining 6s
holey partially resolution classes we need consist of 3s frame resolution classes B1h,B
2
h, . . . ,B
3s
h .
The proof is completed. 
4. The main result
In this section, we shall give the spectrum of ROSPBD(v, 3, 1). It is easy to see that the existence of a resolvable
GD[3, 1, 1; v] is equivalent to the existence of an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for v ≡ 3 (mod 6) and, the existence of a resolvable
GD[3, 1, 2; v] is equivalent to the existence of an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for v ≡ 0 (mod 6). From Lemma 2.1 (2) and (3),
we have the following results.
Theorem A. If v ≡ 3 (mod 6), then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) which contains (v − 1)/2 partially resolution
classes.
Theorem B. If v ≡ 0 (mod 6) and v18, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) which contains (v/2) − 1 partially
resolution classes. There is no ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for v = 6 or 12.
It is easy to see that the existence of a Kirkman Frame of type 2v/2 implies the existence of an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for
v ≡ 2 (mod 6). From Lemma 2.3, we have the following result.
Theorem C. If v ≡ 2 (mod 6) and v8, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1)which contains v/2 partially resolution
classes.
We only need to consider the remaining cases v ≡ 1, 4, 5 (mod 6).
4.1. The case v ≡ 1 (mod 6)
In this section, we shall investigate the spectrum of ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for v ≡ 1 (mod 6).
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Lemma 4.1.1. If v ≡ 1 (mod 6) and 7v19, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
Proof. We construct directly the designs in Appendix. 
Lemma 4.1.2. If v ≡ 1 (mod 6) and v25, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
Proof. Write v = 6u + 1, u4. We start with a Kirkman Frame of type 6u (X,G,B), where G= {G1,G2, . . . ,Gu}
and |Gi | = 6 for 1 iu. There are 3 frame resolution classesBi = {B1i ,B2i ,B3i } missing the group Gi for 1 iu.
Let (Gi ∪W,Ai ) be an ROSPBD(7, 3, 1) for 1 iu, where W ={x} and X∩W =∅ andAi ={A0i ,A1i , . . . ,A6i },
in whichA0i does not contain the point x. Then the design ROSPBD(6u + 1, 3, 1) we construct will have point set
X∗ = X ∪ W
and the block set
A∗ =B ∪
⎛
⎝ ⋃
1 iu
Ai
⎞
⎠
.
It is easy to check that the (X∗,A∗) is an OSPBD(6u + 1, 3, 1). Next we show it is resolvable.
For each group Gi, 1 iu, we have 3 frame resolution classesB1i ,B2i ,B3i which come from Kirkman Frame and,
7 partially resolution classesA1i ,A
2
i , . . . ,A
6
i andA
0
i which come from resolvable optimal strong partially design.
For each Bji , we ﬁrst partition arbitrarily B
j
i into two parts: B
j
i =Bj1i ∪Bj2i . We can now piece together the 3 frame
resolution classes B1i ,B
2
i , . . . ,B
3
i and 6 partially resolution classesA1i ,A2i , . . . ,A6i to form 6 partially resolution
classes of ROSPBD(6u + 1, 3, 1):B11i ∪A1i ,B21i ∪A2i ,B31i ∪A3i ,B12i ∪A4i ,B22i ∪A5i ,B32i ∪A6i . Running over
all groups to obtain 6u partially resolution classes of IROSPBD(6u + 1, 3, 1). Together with all remaining partially
resolution classes to form the (6u + 1)th partially resolution class of IROSPBD(6u + 1, 3, 1):⋃1 iuA0i .
The proof is completed. 
Combining with Lemmas 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, we have established the following result.
Theorem D. If v ≡ 1 (mod 6) and v7, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) which contains v partially resolution
classes.
4.2. The case v ≡ 4 (mod 6)
In this section, we shall investigate the spectrum of ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for v ≡ 4 (mod 6).
Lemma 4.2.1. If v ≡ 4 (mod 6) and 4v46, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
Proof. For v = 4, there is nothing to do. For v = 16 and 40, see Examples 2.5 and 2.7. For the other values of v, we
construct directly the designs in Appendix. 
Lemma 4.2.2. If v ≡ 4 (mod 12) and v52, then there exists an IROSPBD(v, 4; 3, 1) and then an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
Proof. Write v=12u+4,u4.We startwith aKirkmanFrameof type 12u which exists fromLemma2.3 and applyCon-
struction 3.1 with w=4 to obtain the desired design. The input designs, IROSPBD(16, 4; 3, 1) and ROSPBD(16, 3, 1),
come from Example 2.5 and Lemma 4.2.1, respectively. 
Lemma 4.2.3. If v ≡ 10 (mod 12) and 58v190, then there exists a ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
Proof. For the cases v118, we begin with a 4-GDD of type 6(v−10)/1231 (whose existence see, for example, [4]) and
give the points weight 2 to obtain a Kirkman Frame of type 12(v−10)/1261. The input design we need Kirkman Frame of
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type 24 comes from Lemma 2.3. The result then follows from Construction 3.1 with w = 4, in which the input design,
ROSPBD(10, 3, 1), comes from Lemma 4.2.1.
For the cases v=130 and 154, we begin with the 4-GDDs of type 6991 and 61191 (whose existence see, for example,
[7]) and give the points weight 2 to obtain the Kirkman Frames of type 129181 and 1211181. The result then follows
from Construction 3.1 with w = 4, in which the input design, ROSPBD(22, 3, 1), comes from Lemma 4.2.1.
For the cases v=142 and 178, we begin with the 4-GDDs of type 2951 and 21251 (whose existence see, for example,
[2]) and give the points weight 6 to obtain the Kirkman Frames of type 129301 and 1212301. The input design we need
Kirkman Frame of type 64 comes from Lemma 2.3. The result then follows from Construction 3.1 withw=4, in which
the input design, ROSPBD(34, 3, 1), comes from Lemma 4.2.1.
For the cases v = 166 and 190, we begin with a 4-GDDs of type 6431 and a {4, 5, 6}-GDDs of type 6511 which
comes from a GD[6, 1, 7; 42], and give the points weight 6 to obtain the Kirkman Frames of type 364181 and 36561.
The input designs we need Kirkman Frames of type 65 and 66 come from Lemma 2.3. The result then follows from
Construction 3.1 with w = 4, in which the input design, IROSPBD(40, 4; 3, 1), comes from Example 2.7.
The proof is completed. 
Lemma 4.2.4. If v ≡ 10 (mod 12) and 202v286, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
Proof. For the cases 250v286, we beginwith aGD[6, 1, 8; 48] (whose existence see, for example, [3]) and give the
8−s points in one group weight 0 and the remaining points weight 1 to obtain a {5, 6}-GDD of type 85s1, s=1, 3, 5 and
7.And then give the points of the resulting GDD weight 6 to obtain a Kirkman Frame of type 485(6s)1. The result then
follows fromConstruction 3.1withw=4, in which the input designs, IROSPBD(52, 4; 3, 1) andROSPBD(6s+4, 3, 1),
come from Lemma 4.2.2 and Lemma 4.2.1, respectively.
For the remaining cases 202v238, we begin with a GD[5, 1, 8; 40] (whose existence, see Lemma 2.1 (1))
and give the 8 − s points in one group weight 0 and the remaining points weight 1 to obtain a {4, 5}-GDD of type
84s1, s = 1, 3, 5 and 7. And then give the points of the resulting GDD weight 6 to obtain a Kirkman Frame of type
485(6s)1. The result then follows from Construction 3.1 with w = 4.
The proof is completed. 
Lemma 4.2.5. If v ≡ 10 (mod 12) and v298, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
Proof. We begin with a GD[5, 1, t; 5t], t even and t12 (whose existence, see Lemma 2.1 (1)) and give the t − s
points in one group weight 0 and the remaining points weight 1 to obtain a {4, 5}-GDD of type t4s1, s = 1, 3, 5 and 7.
And then give the points of the resulting GDD weight 6 to obtain a Kirkman Frame of type (6t)4(6s)1. The result then
follows from Construction 3.1 with w = 4. 
Combining Lemma 4.2.1 to Lemma 4.2.5, we have established the following result.
Theorem E. If v ≡ 4 (mod 6) and v4, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1)which contains v/2 partially resolution
classes.
4.3. The case v ≡ 5 (mod 6)
In this section, we shall investigate the spectrum of ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for v ≡ 5 (mod 6).
Lemma 4.3.1. If v ≡ 5 (mod 6) and 5v95, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
Proof. For v = 5, there is nothing to do. For v = 23, 29, 35 and 41, see Examples 2.6 and 2.8. For v = 77 and 95, we
start with a Kirkman frame of type 18u, u= 4, 5, which exists from Lemma 2.3 and apply Construction 3.1 with w= 5
to obtain the desired design. The input design, IROSPBD(23, 5; 3, 1), comes from Examples 2.6. For the other values
of v, we construct directly the designs in Appendix. 
Lemma 4.3.2. If v ≡ 5 (mod 6) and 101v191, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1).
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Proof. For 101v125, we start with the GD[5, 1, 4; 20] and give the 4 − s points in one group weight 0 and the
remaining points weight 1 to obtain a {4, 5}-GDD of type 44s1, 0s4.And then give the points of the resultingGDD
weight 6 to obtain a Kirkman frame of type 244(6s)1 by Lemma 2.4. The result then follows from Construction 3.1
with w = 5, in which the input design, IROSPBD(29, 5; 3, 1), comes from Example 2.8.
For 131v155, we start with theGD[5, 1, 5; 25] and give the 5−s points in one group weight 0 and the remaining
points weight 1 to obtain a {4, 5}-GDD of type 54s1, 1s5. And then give the points of the resulting GDD weight
6 to obtain a Kirkman frame of type 304(6s)1 by Lemma 2.4. The result then follows from Construction 3.1, in which
the input design, IROSPBD(35, 5; 3, 1), comes from Example 2.8.
For 161v185, we start with theGD[6, 1, 5; 30] and give the 5−s points in one group weight 0 and the remaining
points weight 1 to obtain a {5, 6}-GDD of type 55s1, 1s5. And then give the points of the resulting GDD weight
6 to obtain a Kirkman frame of type 305(6s)1 by Lemma 2.4. The result then follows from Construction 3.1.
For v=191, we start with theGD[6, 1, 7; 42] and give the 6 points in one block and the 6 points in one groupweight 0
and the remaining points weight 1 to obtain a {4, 5, 6}-GDD of type 6511.And then give the points of the resultingGDD
weight 6 to obtain a Kirkman frame of type 36561 by Lemma 2.4. The result then follows from Construction 3.1 with
w = 5, in which the input design, IROSPBD(41, 5; 3, 1), comes from Example 2.8.
The proof is completed. 
Lemma 4.3.3. There exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) for v = 281 and 287.
Proof. We begin with a resolvable GD[4, 1, 3; 36] (whose existence see, for example [12]) and add s inﬁnite points to
separate parallel classes to obtain a {4, 5}-GDD of type 312s1, s=10, 11.And then give the points of the resultingGDD
weight 6 to obtain a Kirkman frame of type 1812(6s)1 by Lemma 2.4. The result then follows from Construction 3.1
with w = 5. 
Lemma 4.3.4. If t5 and t = 6 or 10, then there is a ROSPBD(24t + 6k + 5, 3, 1) for 4k t .
Proof. We start with theGD[{5}, 1, {t}; 5t] with a parallel class which exists from Lemma 2.1 and give the t −k points
in one group weight 0 and the remaining points weight 1 to obtain a {4, 5, k, t}-GDD of type 5k4t−k . And then give
the points of the resulting GDD weight 6 to obtain a Kirkman frame of type 30k24t−k by Lemma 2.4. The result then
follows from Construction 3.1. 
Combining Lemma 4.3.1 to Lemma 4.3.4, we have established the following result.
Theorem F. If v ≡ 5 (mod 6) and v5, then there exists an ROSPBD(v, 3, 1) which contains v partially resolution
classes.
Proof. From Lemma 4.3.4 we know that the result is true for v197 and v = 281 or 287. For the cases v < 197, we
know that the result is true from Lemma 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.3.2. For the cases v = 281 and 287, we know that the
result is true from Lemma 4.3.3.
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.2.
The proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorems A, B, C, D, E and F complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Appendix
IROSPBD(29, 5; 3, 1):
Point set:
X = Z12 × {1, 2} ∪ Y ,
Y = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}.
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Partially resolution classes: develop the following class mod 12:
{01, 21, 51}, {02, 12, 31}, {11, 22, x1}, {81, 42, x2};
{02, 22, 52}, {01, 42, x3}, {11, 62, x4}, {21, 92, x5}.
Holey partially resolution classes: develop the following for 0 i3:
{(4i)1, (4i + 1)1, (4i + 3)2}; {(4i + 1)1, (4i + 2)1, (4i + 4)2};
{(4i + 2)1, (4i + 3)1, (4i + 5)2}; {i1, (i + 4)1, (i + 8)1}; {i2, (i + 4)2, (i + 8)2}.
IROSPBD(35, 5; 3, 1):
Point set:
X = Z15 × {1, 2} ∪ Y ,
Y = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}.
Partially resolution classes: develop the following class mod 15:
{01, 21, 61}, {02, 12, 31}, {22, 52, 11}, {41, 32, x1}, {81, 42, x2};
{02, 22, 62}, {01, 31, 82}, {21, 92, x3}, {41, 102, x4}, {51, 142, x5}.
Holey partially resolution classes: develop the following for 0 i4:
{(5i)1, (5i + 1)1, (5i + 3)2}; {(5i + 1)1, (5i + 2)1, (5i + 4)2};
{(5i + 2)1, (5i + 3)1, (5i + 5)2}; {i1, (i + 5)1, (i + 10)1}; {i2, (i + 5)2, (i + 10)2}.
IROSPBD(40, 4; 3, 1):
Point set:
X = Z18 × {1, 2} ∪ Y ,
Y = {x1, x2, x3, x4}.
Partially resolution classes: develop the following class mod 18:
{01, 31, 71}, {02, 32, 72}, {11, 61, 12}, {21, 81, 52},
{41, 121, 142}, {22, 82, 141}, {42, 122, 111}, {62, 112, 151},
{51, 132, x1}, {91, 162, x2}, {101, 152, x3}, {131, 172, x4}.
Holey partially resolution classes: develop the following for 0 i5:
{(3i + 1)1, (3i + 2)1, (3i + 3)1}, {(3i + 1)2, (3i + 2)2, (3i + 3)2};
{(3i)1, (3i + 1)1, (3i + 17)2}, {(3i)2, (3i + 1)2, (3i + 2)1}.
IROSPBD(41, 5; 3, 1):
Point set:
X = Z18 × {1, 2} ∪ Y ,
Y = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}.
Partially resolution classes: develop the following class mod 18:
{01, 11, 81}, {21, 61, 12}, {02, 22, 41}, {32, 62, 31},
{51, 72, x1}, {71, 122, x2}; {01, 21, 51}, {02, 72, 31},
{12, 92, 81}, {101, 22, x3}, {141, 32, x4}, {111, 52, x5}.
Holey partially resolution classes: develop the following for 0 i5:
{(6i)2, (6i + 1)2, (6i + 5)2}; {(6i + 1)2, (6i + 2)2, (6i + 6)2};
{(6i + 2)2, (6i + 3)2, (6i + 7)2}; {i1, (i + 6)1, (i + 12)1}; {i2, (i + 6)2, (i + 12)2}.
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Some ROSPBD(v, 3, 1)s:
Point set: Zv/2 × {1, 2}.
Partially resolution classes: develop the following classes mod v/2:
v = 10 : {01, 11, 02} {12, 22, 41}.
v = 22 : {01, 11, 31}, {21, 61, 22}, {41, 91, 72},
{02, 12, 32}, {42, 102, 51} {52, 92, 81}.
v = 28 : {01, 11, 41}, {21, 71, 22}, {31, 51, 62}, {61, 121, 52},
{02, 12, 32}, {42, 122, 81}, {72, 112, 131}, {82, 132, 111}.
v = 34 : {01, 11, 31}, {21, 61, 22}, {41, 91, 62}, {51, 111, 102}, {71, 141, 152},
{02, 12, 32}, {42, 142, 101}, {52, 92, 161}, {72, 132, 151}, {82, 162, 131}.
v = 46 : {01, 11, 41}, {21, 71, 91}, {122, 192, 131}, {02, 12, 32}, {22, 62, 112},
{61, 121, 82}, {81, 181, 162}, {31, 111, 42}, {72, 202, 171}, {51, 141, 52},
{92, 152, 211}, {102, 222, 151}, {101, 221, 142}, {132, 212, 161}.
Point set: Zv .
Partially resolution classes: develop the following classes mod v:
v = 7 : {0, 3}.
v = 11 : {0, 1, 3}.
v = 13 : {0, 1, 10}, {2, 4, 9}.
v = 17 : {0, 1, 3}, {2, 6, 11}.
v = 19 : {0, 1, 4}, {2, 7, 13}, {3, 5, 12}.
v = 47 : {6, 16, 32}, {8, 20, 37}, {10, 29, 44},
{0, 1, 4}, {2, 7, 9}, {3, 11, 17}, {5, 14, 25}.
v = 53 : {0, 1, 6}, {2, 4, 11}, {3, 7, 15}, {5, 8, 22},
{9, 19, 39}, {10, 21, 45}, {12, 25, 44}, {13, 29, 51}.
v = 59 : {9, 22, 44}, {10, 24, 49}, {13, 31, 57}, {14, 33, 56},
{0, 6, 11}, {1, 2, 4}, {3, 7, 15}, {5, 12, 21}, {8, 18, 39}.
v = 65 : {1, 2, 4}, {5, 11, 18}, {8, 20, 41}, {13, 28, 56}, {16, 39, 57},
{0, 10, 27}, {3, 7, 12}, {6, 14, 25}, {9, 23, 48}, {15, 31, 51}.
v = 71 : {14, 32, 56}, {15, 36, 55}, {17, 37, 60},
{0, 11, 33}, {1, 2, 4}, {5, 13, 19}, {6, 16, 23},
{3, 7, 12}, {8, 20, 35}, {9, 22, 48}, {10, 26, 51}.
v = 83 : {5, 10, 12}, {8, 14, 37}, {11, 21, 53}, {16, 27, 52},
{9, 17, 35}, {18, 31, 64}, {19, 39, 67}, {22, 44, 71},
{0, 15, 24}, {1, 13, 32}, {2, 23, 40}, {6, 20, 36}, {3, 4, 7}.
v = 89 : {15, 35, 69}, {16, 39, 65}, {17, 60, 81}, {18, 51, 88},
{1, 32, 73}, {3, 4, 9}, {5, 7, 14}, {8, 11, 21}, {10, 22, 37},
{0, 24, 85}, {2, 40, 62}, {6, 20, 36}, {12, 23, 59}, {13, 31, 63}.
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